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Executive Summary
 AMI is forecasting that gross lending in the residential purchase and 
remortgage markets will be steady, at £270billion in 2019

  Product transfers in 2019 look set to be more than £160billion, and pose a 
bigger risk to broker revenue than a decline in remortgage given the lower level 
of procuration fee

  AMI is predicting that gross lending on residential purchase and remortgage 
in 2020 will be £250billion while product transfers will see a big uptick, to 
£180billion

  It now looks likely that the base rate will be cut in the next 12 months, 
reversing the direction of travel expected by economists over the past 18 to 24 
months

  The delivery of new homes, and the stated achievement of building 240,000 
over the past 12 months, falls short of the government’s original 300,000 target

  Within the house building figures is buried a success story however – the 
number of commercial to residential redevelopments, driven by permitted 
development

  Current government policy is to extend permitted development rights, 
which is welcome and necessary for improving the supply of new residential 
units to the market

  But, where these homes are developed raises questions relating to resale 
and secondary market valuations that should be considered by both lender and 
borrower

  Remortgage market remains resilient, even considering the shift towards 
favouring five-year fixed rates; Help to Buy is likely to further support this 
market in 2020

 Sourcing systems and new technology developed to use algorithms to 
recommend regulated products need to be reviewed to ensure the veracity of 
outputs. AMI considers all system manufacturers should be able to demonstrate 
their approach to and results of their due diligence

  These are questions that must be asked and answered to ensure that best 
advice is delivered to consumers every time



Economic Overview

How to characterise the economy in Q4 
2019? Putting aside the swings and 
possible rollercoasters in store following 

December’s general election, the general health 
of the country’s economy is weakening. The 
Monetary Policy Committee’s most recent vote 
revealed a split, with two of the nine members 
now voting to cut the base rate back down.
 
Even if there is a Brexit deal, as the Bank of 
England’s forecasts expect, they consider there 
will be a drag on GDP growth, which was more 
or less unrevised at 1.25 per cent in 2019 and 
2020, and rises to just 1.75 per cent in 2021 
as opposed to the 2.3 per cent previously 
forecast.

It now looks likely that the base rate will be 
cut in the next 12 months, reversing the 
direction of travel expected by economists over 
the past 18 to 24 months. This can be largely 
attributed to the uncertainty that surrounds 
the Brexit debate. Not only do we still have 
no deal, after two extensions to Article 50 
we are now facing the equivalent of another 
referendum on Brexit in the form of a general 
election. A major drawback of this approach is 
that while referendum votes are counted on a 
one person one vote basis, general elections 
run based on the first past the post system, 
with votes counted by constituency. The 
outcome is unlikely to tally conveniently with 
2016’s vote.

Even if there is a majority government in power 
on the 13th December, the reality is that 
within the terms of the Conservatives’ deal 
is a requirement to negotiate another second 
withdrawal agreement by the end of 2020. We 
are already out of time to negotiate that deal, 
suggesting there is a strong possibility that 
the environment of political uncertainty, and 
faltering business confidence is likely to persist.
 
Today’s economic measures suggest economic 
growth is likely to be subdued, whatever the 
outcome of the election. A recent BDO survey 
found business confidence has hit a seven-year 
low, indicating that investment plans are on hold.
 
According to Capital Economics, total 
annual investment growth, which is made 
up of business, government and residential 
investment, has fallen from an average of 3 per 
cent between 2010 and 2016 to an average of 
1.4 per cent since the EU referendum. That 1.6 
percentage point decline knocked off about 0.3 
percentage points from annual GDP growth.
The research house suggests that some of the 

weakness is due to structural factors and the 
cyclical impact of a weaker global economy. 
The continued long-term structural shift in 
retail spending from the high street to online 
has been a major contributor to the drop 
in investment in non-residential buildings. 
Britain’s high streets have suffered carnage 
over the past 18 months, with almost 100,000 
retail jobs lost as chain after retail chain has 
gone to the wall.
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UK demand growth is projected to recover over 2020.
Underlying UK demand growth remains a little below potential in the near term, but picks up during 2020 as the 
dampening effects from Brexit-related uncertainties begin to dissipate (Chart 1.4). That boosts business investment 
growth in particular. The pickup in GDP growth is also supported by easier fiscal policy and the gradual recovery in 
global growth. In the central forecast, UK GDP growth picks up from 1.0% in 2019 Q4 to 1.6% in 2020 Q4, 1.8% in 
2021 Q4 and 2.1% in 2022 Q4 (Table 1.A).

Four-quarter business investment growth picks up materially, from negative rates to around 4½% by 2022  
(Chart 1.5). It is supported by the reduction in uncertainty, although slower global growth dampens investment 
spending. Household consumption rises broadly in line with real income growth over the forecast period as a whole. 
Consumption growth picks up from about 1% currently to 1½% in 2020, and 2% by 2022. On average over the 
forecast period, consumption grows somewhat more slowly than its historical pace, as real income growth is 
dampened by weak productivity growth. Both exports and imports growth fall as companies transition to the UK and 
EU’s new trading arrangements. On average over the forecast period, net trade weighs a little on growth.  
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Chart 1.3 Global growth is expected to recover somewhat 
over the forecast period
World GDP(a)

Sources: Eikon from Refinitiv, IMF WEO and Bank calculations.

(a) Annual average growth rates. Chained-volume measures. PPP-weighted world GDP constructed 
using real GDP growth rates of 189 countries weighted according to their shares in world GDP 
using the IMF’s PPP weights. UK-weighted world GDP constructed using real GDP growth rates 
of 188 countries weighted according to their shares in UK exports.
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Chart 1.4 GDP projection based on market interest rate 
expectations, other policy measures as announced

The fan chart depicts the probability of various outcomes for GDP growth. It has been conditioned 
on the assumptions in Table 1.A footnote (b). To the left of the vertical dashed line, the distribution 
reflects uncertainty around revisions to the data over the past. To aid comparability with the 
official data, it does not include the backcast for expected revisions, which is available from the 
‘Download the chart slides and data’ link at www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy-
report/2019/november-2019. To the right of the vertical line, the distribution reflects uncertainty 
over the evolution of GDP growth in the future. If economic circumstances identical to today’s 
were to prevail on 100 occasions, the MPC’s best collective judgement is that the mature estimate 
of GDP growth would lie within the darkest central band on only 30 of those occasions. The 
fan chart is constructed so that outturns are also expected to lie within each pair of the lighter 
green areas on 30 occasions. In any particular quarter of the forecast period, GDP growth is 
therefore expected to lie somewhere within the fan on 90 out of 100 occasions. And on the 
remaining 10 out of 100 occasions GDP growth can fall anywhere outside the green area of the 
fan chart. Over the forecast period, this has been depicted by the light grey background. See the 
box on page 39 of the November 2007 Inflation Report for a fuller description of the fan chart and 
what it represents.

Table 1.A Forecast summary(a)(b)  

 Projections

 2019 Q4 2020 Q4 2021 Q4 2022 Q4

GDP(c) 1.0 1.6 1.8 2.1

CPI inflation(d) 1.4 1.5 2.0 2.2

LFS unemployment rate 3.9 4.0 3.8 3.5

Excess supply/Excess demand(e) -¼ 0 +¾ +1¼

Bank Rate(f) 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 

(a) Modal projections for GDP, CPI inflation, LFS unemployment and excess supply/excess demand.
(b) Unless otherwise stated, the projections shown in this section are conditioned on: Bank Rate following a path implied by market yields; the Term Funding Scheme; the Recommendations of the Financial Policy 

Committee and the current regulatory plans of the Prudential Regulation Authority; the Government’s tax and spending plans as set out in the Spring Statement 2019, updated for the announcements made 
in Spending Round 2019; commodity prices following market paths for two quarters, then held flat; the sterling exchange rate remaining broadly flat; and the prevailing prices of a broad range of assets, which 
embody market expectations of the future stocks of purchased gilts and corporate bonds. The main assumptions are set out in the ‘Download the chart slides and data’ link at www.bankofengland.co.uk/
monetary-policy-report/2019/november-2019. 

(c) Four-quarter growth in real GDP. The growth rates reported in the table exclude the backcast for GDP. Including the backcast 2019 Q4 growth is 1.0%, 2020 Q4 growth is 1.6%, 2021 Q4 growth is 1.8% and 
2022 Q4 growth is 2.1%.

(d) Four-quarter inflation rate.
(e) Per cent of potential GDP. A negative figure implies output is below potential and a positive figure that it is above. 
(f) Per cent. The path for Bank Rate implied by forward market interest rates. The curves are based on overnight index swap rates. 

Source: Bank of England

CHART: UK business investment growth is weak
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Investment by businesses has been particularly affected, falling in five of the past six quarters. The Bank’s Decision 
Maker Panel (DMP) Survey shows that firms that are more uncertain about Brexit have made larger cuts to  
investment since the EU referendum (Chart 4.7). Research using the survey suggests total business investment is 
around 11% lower as a result of Brexit (see Bloom et al (2019)). Consistent with that, business investment growth has 
been lower in the UK than in other G7 countries since the referendum, growing by only 0.4% compared to an average 
of 13% elsewhere (Chart 2.15).

UK exports may also have been reduced as a result of the Brexit process. Trade data have been volatile, in part because 
of cross-border stockbuilding before the original March deadline. But a range of surveys suggest that the demand for 
UK exports has weakened considerably over the past couple of years (Chart 2.16). Some Agency contacts have 
reported that foreign firms are reorienting supply chains away from the UK because of uncertainty about future 
trading arrangements (Box 3).
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Chart 2.13 Survey indicators of output are weak 
Survey indicators of current output growth(a)

Sources: BCC, CBI, IHS Markit/CIPS and Bank calculations.

(a) Differences from averages since January 2000 or earliest observation. The BCC series is a 
weighted average of home and export deliveries across the services and non-services sectors. 
Data are not seasonally adjusted. The CBI series is a weighted average of output volumes  
across the manufacturing, distribution, consumer, business and professional services sectors. 
The IHS/Markit CIPS series is a weighted average of business activity across the services, 
manufacturing and construction sectors. 
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Chart 2.14 Surveys of expected output are even weaker
Survey indicators of expected output growth(a)

Sources: BCC, CBI, IHS Markit/CIPS and Bank calculations.

(a) Differences from averages since January 2000 or earliest observation. The BCC series is a 
weighted average of turnover expectations across the services and non-services sectors. Data 
are not seasonally adjusted. The CBI series is a weighted average of output expectations across 
the manufacturing, distribution, consumer, business and professional services sectors. The  
IHS/Markit CIPS series is a weighted average of business activity expectations across the 
services and construction sectors and new orders from the manufacturing sector. 
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Chart 2.16 Survey indicators of export growth show a 
clear weakening in external demand
UK exports and survey indicators of export growth

Sources: Bank of England, BCC, CBI, IHS Markit/CIPS, Make UK, ONS and Bank calculations.

(a) Survey indicators are scaled to match the mean and variance of four-quarter export growth 
since 2000 or earliest data point. Indicators include surveys from: the Bank’s Agents 
(manufacturing companies’ growth in production for overseas customers over the past three 
months); the BCC (export orders and deliveries); the CBI (average of manufacturing export 
orders, deliveries and order books relative to normal volumes); Make UK (average of 
manufacturing reported and expected export orders); and the IHS Markit/CIPS (manufacturing 
export orders). The BCC data are not seasonally adjusted.

(b) Chained-volume measure, excluding the impact of missing trader intra-community (MTIC) 
fraud. 

Chart 2.15 UK business investment growth has been 
weaker than in other advanced economies
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Sources: Eikon from Refinitiv, Japanese Cabinet Office, OECD, ONS, Oxford Economics,  
Statistics Canada, US Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bank calculations.

(a) Business investment is not an internationally recognised concept. This line is based on similar 
series derived from other countries’ National Accounts, weighted by GDP at PPP. Private sector 
business investment for Italy. Business investment minus residential structures for Canada. 
Non-residential private investment for Japan and the US. Non-government investment minus 
dwellings investment for France and Germany.

(b) Chained-volume measure. 



Another survey, from human resources lobby 
group CIPD, however, reports that employer 
confidence ‘remains robust’ with hiring 
continuing in the final three months of 2019. 
Indeed, employment is a rare spot of sunlight in 
an otherwise rather gloomy outlook.
 
Figures released by the Office for National 
Statistics in November, showed the UK 
employment rate for the three months to end 
September was estimated at 76.0 per cent, 
some 0.5 percentage points higher than a 
year earlier but 0.1 percentage points lower 
than last quarter. The UK unemployment rate 
was estimated at 3.8 per cent meanwhile, 0.2 
percentage points lower than a year earlier and 
0.1 percentage points lower than last quarter. 
With both employment and unemployment 
falling in the latest quarter and annual growth 
slowing, there have been some suggestions 

that Brexit has already had an effect on net 
European migration, which has also come 
down, driving this trend.
 
Consumer price inflation in October was 
1.5 per cent. In real terms after adjusting for 
inflation, however, annual growth in total pay is 
estimated to be 1.8 per cent and annual growth 
in regular pay is estimated to be 1.7 per cent, 
according to the ONS. This isn’t translating 
to consumer spending, however, which the 
Bank of England indicates has been ‘materially 
dampened by increased uncertainties related to 
the Brexit process’.
 
Official figures show UK GDP grew by just 
0.3 per cent in Q3. Quarterly growth in GDP 
over the first three quarters of 2019 averaged 
just 0.2 per cent. While Brexit is weighing on 
growth, the slowdown can be partly attributed 
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CHART:  Employment has fallen
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CHART:  Unemployment projections
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Some spare capacity may have emerged within firms…
The weakness of productivity could also reflect increasing spare capacity within firms. Most survey indicators suggest 
spare capacity has widened over the past year, and some imply that capacity utilisation is now below normal levels 
(Chart 2.23). However, some of these indicators can be volatile, and the mapping from them to capacity utilisation is 
uncertain. 

…and although there appears to be little spare capacity in the labour market…
The unemployment rate increased slightly to 3.9% in the three months to August, but it remains at a historically low 
level. It is also below the MPC’s estimate of the equilibrium rate of unemployment — 4¼% — that would be 
consistent with inflation at the target in the medium term.

Broader measures of underemployment also suggest there is little spare capacity in the labour market. The average 
number of extra hours people would like to work has stabilised around zero, with full-timers wishing to work fewer 
hours almost exactly offsetting part-timers who wish to work longer hours (Chart 2.24). And the proportion of the 
population who report they would like a job but are not currently seeking one — the marginal attachment ratio — is 
also very low. That suggests there is little spare capacity among those not actively looking for a job.

The MPC judges that, while spare capacity has emerged in the UK economy, its degree is limited, and it is a little 
smaller than the slowing in GDP growth alone might suggest.

…there is mounting evidence of weakening demand for labour.
While the labour market remains tight, it no longer appears to be tightening. Employment growth has slowed over the 
past year, consistent with the weakening in underlying output growth. Employment actually fell in the three months 
to August (Chart 2.25). The weakness appears set to continue: surveys of hiring intentions have softened in recent 
months (Chart 2.26). And the number of vacancies in the economy has fallen by around 50,000 since the start of the 
year, the sharpest fall since 2009 — although the number of vacancies is still very high (Chart 2.27).

The tight labour market has caused pay growth to strengthen further…
Pay growth has increased steadily over the past few years as the labour market has tightened. Private sector regular 
pay growth was 4.0% in the three months to August, as high as it has been in over a decade (Chart 2.28). The 
strength in pay growth has been broadly based, with growth picking up in both the private and public sectors in recent 
years.
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Chart 2.24 People no longer wish to work longer hours, on 
average 
Net additional desired hours(a)

Sources: Labour Force Survey and Bank calculations.

(a) Number of net additional hours that the currently employed report they would like to work, on 
average, per week. 
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Chart 2.25 Employment has fallen in recent months 
Decomposition of changes in employment(a)

(a) Three months on previous non-overlapping three months.
(b) Unpaid family workers and those on government-supported training and employment 

programmes classified as being in employment.  
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CPI inflation
CPI inflation is projected to decline notably in the near term reflecting the impact of lower regulated energy 
and utilities prices…
Over the coming quarters, inflation will be affected by developments in a number of regulated prices. The price cap 
affecting household gas and electricity bills has fallen, which will reduce the contribution of energy prices to inflation, 
as will the fall in sterling oil prices over the past year. In addition, water bills are projected to fall in April 2020 in line 
with the draft determination of the regulator, Ofwat (Section 2). CPI inflation is expected to fall to an average of 1.2% 
in 2020 Q2 as a result.

…but further out inflation rises, supported by building excess demand.
Inflation picks up as those temporary effects begin to fade towards the end of 2020. It is supported by rising excess 
demand, which leads to stronger domestic inflationary pressures. Wage growth is projected to be around 3¾% over 
the second half of the forecast period, supported by low unemployment. Taken together with weak productivity 
growth, that means unit labour cost growth is robust. CPI inflation is projected to rise to 2.0% in the second year of 
the MPC’s forecast, and 2.2% in the third year (Chart 1.7).

Policy decision
At its meeting ending on 6 November 2019, the MPC judged that the existing stance of monetary policy was 
appropriate. The MPC voted to maintain Bank Rate at 0.75%, to maintain the stock of sterling non-financial 
investment-grade corporate bond purchases, financed by the issuance of central bank reserves, at £10 billion and  
to maintain the stock of UK government bond purchases, financed by the issuance of central bank reserves, at  
£435 billion. The factors behind that decision are set out in the Monetary Policy Summary on page i of this Report and 
in more detail in the Minutes of the meeting.

Monetary policy could respond in either direction to changes in the economic outlook in order to ensure a sustainable 
return of inflation to the 2% target. The Committee would, among other factors, monitor closely the responses of 
companies and households to Brexit developments as well as the prospects for a recovery in global growth. If global 
growth failed to stabilise or if Brexit uncertainties remained entrenched, monetary policy might need to reinforce the 
expected recovery in UK GDP growth and inflation. Further ahead, provided these risks did not materialise and the 
economy recovered broadly in line with the MPC’s latest projections, some modest tightening of policy, at a gradual 
pace and to a limited extent, might be needed to maintain inflation sustainably at the target.
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Chart 1.6 Unemployment projection based on market 
interest rate expectations, other policy measures as 
announced 

The fan chart depicts the probability of various outcomes for LFS unemployment. It has been 
conditioned on the assumptions in Table 1.A footnote (b). The coloured bands have the same 
interpretation as in Chart 1.4, and portray 90% of the probability distribution. The calibration of 
this fan chart takes account of the likely path dependency of the economy, where, for example, it is 
judged that shocks to unemployment in one quarter will continue to have some effect on 
unemployment in successive quarters. The fan begins in 2019 Q3, a quarter earlier than the fan for 
CPI inflation. That is because Q3 is a staff projection for the unemployment rate, based in part on 
data for July and August. The unemployment rate was 3.9% in the three months to August, and is 
projected to be 3.8% in Q3 as a whole. A significant proportion of this distribution lies below 
Bank staff’s current estimate of the long-term equilibrium unemployment rate. There is therefore 
uncertainty about the precise calibration of this fan chart.
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Chart 1.7 CPI inflation projection based on market interest 
rate expectations, other policy measures as announced 

Chart 1.7 depicts the probability of various outcomes for CPI inflation in the future. It has been 
conditioned on the assumptions in Table 1.A footnote (b). If economic circumstances identical to 
today’s were to prevail on 100 occasions, the MPC’s best collective judgement is that inflation in 
any particular quarter would lie within the darkest central band on only 30 of those occasions. The 
fan chart is constructed so that outturns of inflation are also expected to lie within each pair of the 
lighter red areas on 30 occasions. In any particular quarter of the forecast period, inflation is 
therefore expected to lie somewhere within the fans on 90 out of 100 occasions. And on the 
remaining 10 out of 100 occasions inflation can fall anywhere outside the red area of the fan chart. 
Over the forecast period, this has been depicted by the light grey background. See the box on 
pages 48–49 of the May 2002 Inflation Report for a fuller description of the fan chart and what it 
represents.

Source: Bank of England

CHART: Output growth has slowed globally
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2.1 Global developments and financial conditions

Global GDP growth has been weakening…
Global output growth has slowed since mid-2018. Four-quarter PPP-weighted global growth was close to 4% in 
2018 Q2, but has fallen to under 3% in 2019 Q2. That slowing has been broadly based across advanced economies 
and emerging markets (Chart 2.2). Forward-looking indicators remain weak. The manufacturing export orders PMI fell 
to its lowest level since 2012 in August. It has recovered slightly since, but remains well below the 50 no-change mark 
(Chart 2.3). That suggests that output growth will remain subdued in the near term.

…and there has been some further downside news since August.
PPP-weighted global output is estimated to have grown by 0.7% in 2019 Q3, slightly lower than expected in August. 
Downside news has been concentrated in the euro area, where quarterly GDP growth was 0.2%. Growth in emerging 
markets has also been a little weaker than the MPC’s August projection, mainly due to weaker-than-expected growth 
in India.

The composition of global GDP growth is less balanced than in 2018.
The recent weakening of global output growth largely reflects slower investment growth. In major advanced 
economies, four-quarter investment growth peaked at 4.4% in late 2017, but has since fallen to 1.5% in 2019 Q2. 
Global growth has become increasingly reliant on consumer spending, which has remained relatively robust 
(Chart 2.4).

The slowdown partly reflects increasing trade protectionism.
As discussed in Section 3, trade protectionism has increased since mid-2018. This is estimated to be weighing on 
global growth, alongside other factors. Trade protectionism has particularly affected the manufacturing sector: the 
global manufacturing PMI has risen very slightly in recent months, but remains below 50 (Chart 2.3). The services 
sector has been more resilient so far: the global services PMI has fallen somewhat, but remains above 50.

Monetary policy in major economies has loosened in 2019…
A number of central banks have lowered policy rates during 2019 (Chart 2.5) and market-implied paths for policy 
rates have fallen in some countries (Chart 2.6). In September the European Central Bank (ECB) Governing Council 
announced a package of measures which included a cut to the deposit rate to -0.5% and asset purchases of €20 billion 
a month. The ECB announced that asset purchases would run for as long as necessary to reinforce the accommodative 
impact of its policy rates. In October the Federal Open Market Committee reduced the target range for the federal 
funds rate to 1.5%–1.75%, the second cut since the August Report. The market-implied path for US policy rates has 
also fallen since August and is consistent with two further cuts to the federal funds rate over the next two years. 
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Chart 2.2 Output growth has slowed across advanced 
economies and emerging markets
Four-quarter PPP-weighted GDP growth(a)

Sources: Eikon from Refinitiv, IMF World Economic Outlook (WEO) and Bank calculations.

(a) Constructed using real GDP growth rates of 189 countries weighted according to their shares in 
world GDP using the IMF’s purchasing power parity (PPP) weights. 
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Chart 2.3 Survey indicators of global output growth have 
fallen, particularly in the manufacturing sector
Global purchasing managers’ indices(a)

Sources: Eikon from Refinitiv, IHS Markit and JPMorgan.

(a) Measures of current monthly services output, manufacturing output and manufacturing export 
orders growth based on the results of surveys in 44 countries. Together these countries account 
for an estimated 89% of global GDP. 

Source: Bank of England

CHART:  Brexit uncertainty has risen
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…and importantly by increasingly entrenched Brexit-related uncertainties.
UK spending has been materially dampened by increased uncertainties related to the Brexit process. In particular, the 
proportion of companies that report high uncertainty about Brexit has been elevated (Chart 1.2), and businesses on 
average expect Brexit to have a negative effect on their sales (Section 4). Those factors are likely to have weighed on 
business investment, which — unusually during an expansion — has fallen in five out of the past six quarters. 
Consumer spending has been more resilient to the uncertainties around Brexit, although these appear to have weighed 
on some discretionary spending and housing. While household spending has been underpinned by strong real income 
growth, consumption growth has weakened somewhat and the household saving rate has drifted up over the past 
couple of years, despite the strong labour market.

A small margin of excess supply is judged to have emerged since the turn of the year.
The slowing in underlying GDP growth to below the MPC’s estimate of potential growth has led to a margin of slack 
opening up in the UK economy. The degree of spare capacity in the economy is judged to be modest, however.

CPI inflation has been close to the 2% target.
Inflation has been close to 2% in recent months, averaging 1.8% during 2019 Q3. Over the past year or so, inflation 
has fallen, accounted for by weaker goods price inflation, which in turn has been driven partly by the fading impact 
from sterling’s past depreciation. In contrast, core services price inflation has increased. That is consistent with a rise in 
domestic price pressures, and is likely to reflect the gradual pass-through of the strong pickup in pay growth over the 
past few years.

1.2 The MPC’s projections

The House of Commons has for the first time approved the second reading of a Bill to implement the 
Withdrawal Agreement agreed between the UK and EU.
On 17 October, a Withdrawal Agreement and Political Declaration on the framework for the future relationship 
between the UK and the EU was agreed, setting out a broad partnership with a free trade agreement at its core.  
On 22 October, the UK House of Commons approved the second reading of the Bill which is intended to implement 
the agreement in UK law. Reflecting those developments, the MPC’s projections are now conditioned on a transition 
to a deep free trade agreement (FTA) (Box 1). On 28 October, the UK’s EU membership was extended by up to a 
further three months to 31 January 2020.
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Chart 1.1 Global growth has slowed sharply
Four-quarter PPP-weighted GDP growth(a)

Sources: Eikon from Refinitiv, IMF World Economic Outlook (WEO) and Bank calculations.

(a) Constructed using real GDP growth rates of 189 countries weighted according to their shares in 
world GDP using the IMF’s purchasing power parity (PPP) weights.
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Chart 1.2 Uncertainty about Brexit has been elevated
Brexit in top three current sources of uncertainty(a)

Sources: Decision Maker Panel (DMP) Survey and Bank calculations.

(a) Question: ‘How much has the result of the EU referendum affected the level of uncertainty 
affecting your business?’. Respondents can select: ‘Not important’; ‘One of many sources’;  
‘Two or three top sources’; or ‘Top source of uncertainty’. Before August 2018, data are 
interpolated between waves and shown as three-month rolling averages.  
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to a global economic slowdown, growth 
worldwide is now at its slowest pace since 
2009, driven largely by a rise in protectionist 
trade policy internationally.
 
Sterling has been painted as another positive 
indicator, having seen a bounce as markets 
perceived the likelihood of a no deal Brexit 
to have receded. Over the three months to 
November, sterling has risen by around 4 per 
cent, however, this leaves it hovering at levels 
seen earlier this year before Theresa May left 
office and Boris Johnson took over.

 Housing
 

The delivery of new homes, and the stated 
achievement of building 240,000 over 
the past 12 months, falls short of the 

accepted 300,000 a year target considered 
sufficient to meet demand. Within the 
house building figures is buried a success 
story however – the number of commercial 

to residential redevelopments, driven by 
permitted development.
 
The latest figures published by the Ministry of 
Housing Communities & Local Government 
showed annual housing supply in England 
amounted to 241,130 net additional dwellings 
in 2018-19, up 9 per cent on 2017-18. Within 
the additional figures for the past year were 
213,660 new build homes, 29,260 gains from 
change of use between non-domestic and 
residential, 5,220 from conversions between 
houses and flats and 940 other gains (caravans, 
house boats etc), offset by 7,940 demolitions.
 
Some 14,107 of the net additions from change 
of use were through ‘permitted development 
rights’ where full planning permission was 
not required. These comprised 12,032 
additional dwellings from former offices, 883 
from agricultural buildings, 199 from storage 
buildings, 69 from light industrial buildings and 
924 from other non-domestic buildings.
 
Current government policy is to extend 
permitted development rights, which is 
welcome and necessary for improving the 
supply of new residential units to the market. 
The extended permitted development rules 
would initially apply to purpose-built blocks of 
flats from January 2020, but would eventually 
be rolled out to detached houses. These would 
allow homeowners to add an extra two-storeys 
to their homes without seeking planning 
permission, under the same rules that currently 
apply to small extensions and loft conversions.
 
We consider that further extensions are 
necessary if house building targets are to be 
met. Indeed, the Bank of England projections 

Source: Bank of England
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Sterling has strengthened as the perceived chance of a no-deal Brexit has fallen.
Sterling has risen by around 4% since the August Report (Chart 2.8) as the perceived risk of a no-deal Brexit has 
receded. Sterling implied volatility remains elevated compared with other major currency pairs (Chart 2.9), however, 
suggesting that the outlook for sterling remains particularly uncertain. With forward interest rates little changed since 
August (Table 2.A), the sterling appreciation has led to a tightening of UK financial conditions (Chart 2.10). 

There have been some signs of tighter corporate credit conditions. 
Corporate credit conditions have been accommodative in recent years, particularly for large firms. But there are  
some tentative signs that conditions have tightened slightly. An increasing proportion of contacts reported to the 
Bank’s Agents that finance has become slightly more expensive or less available over the past year, and the range of 
sectors affected had broadened (Box 3). The availability of bank lending was expected to fall in Q4, according to the 
Credit Conditions Survey. Actual lending volumes have held up so far, however. Corporate bond issuance and bank 
lending were relatively strong in September.

August Report 
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Chart 2.9 Sterling implied volatility is elevated relative to 
both the US dollar and the euro
Three-month implied volatilities(a)

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and Bank calculations.

(a) Measures of volatility based on option contracts.

Table 2.A Interest rates are at similar levels to August
Financial market indicators(a) 

  Change since  
 Level August Report

Three-year forward interest rate(b)(c) 0.5 0.0

UK ten-year gilt yield(c) 0.7 -0.1

Sterling investment-grade corporate bond spreads(d) 141 5

Sterling high-yield corporate bond spreads(d) 482 18

FTSE All-Share(e) 3992 -2.8

UK-focused companies’ equity prices(f) 93.9 2.2

Sterling ERI(g) 79.0 3.7 

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Eikon from Refinitiv, ICE/BoAML Global Research and  
Bank calculations.

(a) Fifteen working day averages to 24 July 2019 for the August Report and to 30 October 2019 for 
the November Report. 

(b) Instantaneous forward overnight index swap rate. 
(c) Per cent. Change expressed in percentage point terms. 
(d) Basis points. Based on option-adjusted spreads between government bond yields and 

non-financial corporate bonds.
(e) Index level. Changes expressed in percentage terms. 
(f) Index: 4 January 2016 = 100. Change expressed in percentage terms. UK domestically  

focused companies are defined as those generating at least 70% of their revenues in the  
United Kingdom.  

(g) Index: January 2005 = 100. Change expressed in percentage terms.
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Chart 2.8 Sterling has risen by around 4% since August 
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Chart 2.10 The sterling appreciation since August has led 
to a tightening in UK financial conditions
Contributions to changes in the UK Monetary and Financial 
Conditions Index since the August 2019 Report(a)

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Eikon from Refinitiv, ICE/BoAML Global Research and  
Bank calculations.

(a) The UK Monetary and Financial Conditions Index (MFCI) summarises information from the 
following series: short-term and long-term interest rates, the sterling ERI, corporate bond 
spreads, equity prices, and household and corporate bank lending spreads. The series weights 
are based on the marginal impact of each variable on the UK GDP forecast. The chart shows 
changes in the MFCI from the average level over the 15 working days to 24 July 2019. An 
increase in the MFCI signals tighter financial conditions and a decrease signals looser 
conditions. For more information, see the Bank Overground post ‘How can we measure UK 
financial conditions?’.

Source: MCHLG
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HOUSING
 
The delivery of new homes, and the stated achievement of building 240,000 over the past 12
months, falls short of the accepted 300,000 a year target considered sufficient to meet
demand. Within the house building figures is buried a success story however – the number of
commercial to residential redevelopments, driven by permitted development.
 
The latest figures published by the Ministry of Housing Communities & Local Government
showed annual housing supply in England amounted to 241,130 net additional dwellings in
2018-19, up 9 per cent on 2017-18. Within the additional figures for the past year were
213,660 new build homes, 29,260 gains from change of use between non-domestic and
residential, 5,220 from conversions between houses and flats and 940 other gains (caravans,
house boats etc), offset by 7,940 demolitions.
 
Some 14,107 of the net additions from change of use were through ‘permitted development
rights’ where full planning permission was not required. These comprised 12,032 additional
dwellings from former offices, 883 from agricultural buildings, 199 from storage buildings,
69 from light industrial buildings and 924 from other non-domestic buildings.

 
Current government policy is to extend permitted development rights, which is welcome and
necessary for improving the supply of new residential units to the market. The extended
permitted development rules would initially apply to purpose-built blocks of flats from
January 2020, but would eventually be rolled out to detached houses. These would allow
homeowners to add an extra two-storeys to their homes without seeking planning permission,
under the same rules that currently apply to small extensions and loft conversions.
 
We consider that further extensions are necessary if house building targets are to be met.
Indeed, the Bank of England projections suggest that growth in housing investment has
dropped significantly in 2019, to just 1 per cent from an average of 2.75 per cent between
2010 and 2018. It is only projected to rise by 1.75 per cent in 2020. But, where these homes
are developed raises questions relating to resale and secondary market valuations that should
be considered by both lender and borrower.
 
Chart: Additional residential homes built 2018-19
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data
/file/846298/Housing_Supply_England_2018-19.pdf
 

 
Source: MHCLG
 
MORTGAGE LENDING
 
In a line, the mortgage market can currently be characterised by there being too much money
chasing too few borrowers. Pricing competition in the lower loan-to-value end of the market
is fierce, and has resulted in a number of casualties; several household name lenders have
suspended mortgage lending citing cost pressures as their reason in the past 12 months.
 
Chart: Household lending rates are low
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/monetary-policy-
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suggest that growth in housing investment 
has dropped significantly in 2019, to just 1 per 
cent from an average of 2.75 per cent between 
2010 and 2018. It is only projected to rise 
by 1.75 per cent in 2020. But, where these 
homes are developed raises questions relating 
to resale and secondary market valuations 
that should be considered by both lender and 
borrower.  

Mortgage lending
 

In a line, the mortgage market can currently 
be characterised by there being too much 
money chasing too few borrowers. Pricing 

competition in the lower loan-to-value end 
of the market is fierce, and has resulted in a 
number of casualties; several household name 
lenders have suspended mortgage lending 
citing cost pressures as their reason in the past 
12 months.

The latest UK Finance figures showed purchase 
approvals by the main high street banks fell to 
41,200 in October, from 42,200 in September, 
below the consensus according to Pantheon 
Economics. The purchase market is greatly 
affected by the uncertainty surrounding Brexit 
negotiations, something that is unfortunately 
likely to continue well into 2020.
 
That said, the sharp decline in mortgage 
rates has made homeownership much more 
attractive than renting, supporting demand 

from first-time buyers. The usual stamp duty 
concerns continue to clog up transactions 
further up the ladder with homemovers and 
downsizers opting to stay put.
 
The remortgage market has been relatively 
strong in 2019, and we expect this to 
continue throughout 2020. This is in spite of 
several potential headwinds, including good 
penetration of remortgage for those sitting on 
lenders’ SVRs. This has fallen significantly over 
the last couple of years from approximately 25 
per cent of borrowers on SVR more than three 
months after coming off an initial rate.
 
Speculation has also inferred that the shift 
from two-year to five-year fixed rates in the 
residential market could reduce turnover and 
hit volumes. However, the influx of those SVR-
based borrowers into the market accounts for 
around £100billion, and a bump in available 
remortgage transactions that should fill the 
gap created by more borrowers now choosing 
to fix for longer. We estimate that around 50 
per cent of fixed rates are now taken over five 
years. A much bigger risk to brokers’ volumes is 
product transfer business.
 
AMI is forecasting that gross lending in the 
residential purchase and remortgage markets 
will be steady, at £270billion in 2019. Product 
transfers in 2019 look set to be above 
£160billion, and pose a bigger risk to broker 
revenue than a decline in remortgage given 
the lower level of procuration fee generally 
attainable on this type of transaction.
 
AMI is predicting that gross lending on 
residential purchase and remortgage in 2020 
will be £250billion while product transfers will 
see a big uptick, to £180billion. This will drive 
a potential reduction in proc fee income for 
intermediaries based on basic assumptions. In 
reality, the percentage of product transfers that 
remain advised is likely to be much lower in 
2020 than this year, as lenders pour investment 
into developing direct remortgage platforms 
online that encourage borrowers down an 
execution-only product transfer route.
 
The challenge for brokers in 2020 will be 
how they take a greater share of the product 
transfer market. Even if they succeed, revenues 

Source: Bank of England
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…and partly by the weakening world economy.
The slowdown in global growth has also dampened UK growth by weighing on demand for UK exports. It is also likely 
to have reduced investment in the UK, in common with other countries over the past year (Chart 2.4). Section 3 
discusses developments in the global economy in more detail.

Consumer spending growth has slowed…
Consumer spending appears to have been relatively resilient to the uncertainty around Brexit, although its growth has 
also slowed (Chart 2.17). In 2019 Q2 it grew by 0.3% — similar to the average rate since 2017, but lower than the 
average from 2013–15 of 0.6%. Timelier indicators of consumer spending suggest consumption continued to grow at a 
similar pace in Q3. Official data on retail sales growth have been strong in recent months (Chart 2.17), even though 
surveys of the retail sector have been relatively gloomy.

Low household interest rates have supported consumer spending. Mortgage rates and personal loan rates remain near 
historical lows, with the rates on some fixed-rate mortgages continuing to fall over the past few months (Table 2.B). 
Interest rates on credit cards have increased, although the effective rate paid by the average borrower has remained 
stable, in part because of the past lengthening of interest-free periods.

…and there are signs consumers are becoming more cautious.
The growth of spending on non-essential items(1) has slowed over the past year, which could be consistent with 
increasing consumer caution. Households have also increased the proportion of income they save each quarter. 
Recently revised data show that the saving ratio increased from an average of 5% over 2017 to 7% in 2019 Q2. The 
household financial balance — which captures the difference between saving and investment — was revised up to a 
greater extent, partly as a result of changes to the accounting treatment of student loans. 

Headline measures of consumer confidence remain close to their past averages, but expectations about the general 
economic situation have been below average, and declining, for some time. The GfK/EC October survey recorded the 
highest balance of people expecting unemployment to rise since 2013 (Chart 2.18).

Demand in the housing market remains subdued. 
Households’ concerns about the economic situation are likely to help explain subdued demand in the housing market. 
Transaction and mortgage approvals figures have been broadly flat for around five years now. House price growth has 
also moderated across the UK since the EU referendum, and prices have fallen in London and the South East over the 
past year (Chart 2.19).(2) Leading indicators of the housing market, including timelier but narrower measures of house 

(1) Spending excluding: most food and non-alcoholic beverages; housing, water and energy costs; repair of household appliances; non-durable household goods for 
routine maintenance; dwelling and transport insurance; and financial services not elsewhere classified. 

(2) Other factors are also likely to have weighed on house price inflation, including affordability constraints, buy-to-let policy changes and increased housing supply.  
See Box 4 in the May 2019 Inflation Report for more details.
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Chart 2.17 Consumption growth has eased, although retail 
sales growth has remained strong
Household consumption and retail sales(a)

(a) Chained-volume measures.
(b) Includes non-profit institutions serving households (NPISH).

Table 2.B Household lending rates remain low
Selected household lending rates(a)

 Changes since (basis points)
 Oct. 2019 July July Aug. Jan. 
 (per cent) 2019 2018 2017 2017

Mortgages

Two-year fixed rate, 60% LTV 1.37 -16 -36 13 4

Two-year fixed rate, 75% LTV 1.55 -8 -20 12 10

Two-year variable rate, 75% LTV 1.61 1 7 22 12

Five-year fixed rate, 75% LTV 1.74 -20 -30 -22 -48

Two-year fixed rate, 90% LTV 2.07 -7 -23 -26 -43

Two-year fixed rate, 95% LTV 2.98 3 -80 -104 -64

Consumer credit

£10,000 personal loan 3.61 0 -15 -18 -8

£5,000 personal loan 7.80 -2 4 -11 -165

Credit card 20.03 2 168 207 207 

(a) The Bank’s quoted rate series are weighted monthly average rates advertised by all UK banks 
and building societies with products meeting the specific criteria. Not seasonally adjusted. In 
February 2019 the method used to calculate these data was changed. More information is 
available here.
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will be reduced significantly, which should be 
a catalyst for intermediary firms to consider 
integrations with lenders directly to facilitate 
product transfer business and a further push to 
raise protection sales penetration.
 

Compliance and 
technology
 

Technology is often proposed as a catch-
all solution to every problem faced. 
Sometimes, however, it poses its own 

challenges. The technological advances in 
the mortgage market over the past few years 
have been considerable, not least the advent 
of machine learning and using AI to power 
regulated mortgage advice. In practice, this 
type of tech is not in widespread use - yet. 
However, there are plenty of examples where 
firms are employing sometimes quite complex 
programmes or algorithms to pre-qualify 
borrowers’ affordability and aid in product 
selection and recommendation.
 
While this may ease friction for customer 
experience, the use of algorithms to do the 
heavy lifting on advice raises a question: are 
firms checking the efficacy of the outcomes 
produced by machines against both competitor 
technology and human advisers? Is the 
regulator?
 
Currently, mortgage sourcing systems fall 
outside the bounds of the Financial Conduct 
Authority, and though price comparison 
sites are captured, where intermediaries rely 
on third party algorithms to filter product 
recommendations there is necessarily a 
compliance burden on the firm to consider how 
the technology is used within the overall advice 
framework.
 
As it stands, this is not straightforward. Third 
parties are protective of their algorithms 

and proprietary technology systems, just 
as lenders are of their criteria score cards, 
arguing to restrict access and protect their risk 
management approach and intellectual capital. 
However, new technology in the sourcing 
space is creating a new type of black box, 
which can often sit outside a regulated entity.
 
We are currently operating in an environment 
where Treasury, the Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy and the FCA are 
pushing banks and other financial providers to 
innovate to use technology to improve their 
service for customers.

We support this ultimate objective, however, 
innovation raises new questions, many of 
which have yet to be asked, let alone answered.
 
As far as AMI is aware, currently the price 
comparison website’s mortgage search or 
online robo adviser algorithms are marketed 
without assurances over the levels of quality 
testing and due diligence.
 
Third party firms need to be thinking about 
how they demonstrate to their users, who rely 
on their systems to support advice, that they 
deliver fully compliant outcomes. Compliance 
functions within intermediaries will need to 
consider what they need to see to satisfy their 
requirements. Disclaimers and disclosure is not 
necessarily going to be a long-term substitute 
for system reviews.
 
The regulator needs to be sure it does not 
overlook the potential for poor customer 
outcomes as more disruptors come to market 
using new technology which might not have 
been produced by firms fully cognisant of the 
complexities of the mortgage market and its 
products. This is particularly so because of the 
timing of passing interest, fees and other terms.
 
This is not about stopping innovation, it’s about 
making sure it is done responsibly.


